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Phonon density of states (DOS) curves were measured on alloys of face-centered-cubic (fcc) Au-Fe using
nuclear resonant inelastic x-ray scattering (NRIXS) and inelastic neutron scattering (INS). The NRIXS and INS
results were combined to obtain the total phonon DOS and the partial phonon DOS curves of Au and Fe atoms
from which vibrational entropies were calculated. The main effect on the vibrational entropy of alloying comes
from a stiffening of the Au partial phonon DOS with Fe concentration. Force constants were calculated from first
principles for several compositions and show a local stiffening of Au-Au bonds close to Fe atoms. The calculated
phonon DOS curves reproduce the experimental trend. The stiffening is attributed to two main effects comparable
in magnitude: (i) an increase in electron density in the free-electron-like states and (ii) stronger sd hybridization.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.87.014301 PACS number(s): 63.20.dd, 63.20.Pw, 71.20.Be, 75.50.Bb
I. INTRODUCTION
Iron and gold are ubiquitous in modern materials tech-
nology. Au-Fe alloys have interesting magnetic properties,
where Fe atoms can have larger magnetic moments than in
pure Fe,1 and magnetism can stabilize pseudomorphic Au-Fe
mixtures on surfaces.2 Nanoparticles of Au-Fe alloys3–6 are
promising for cancer treatment applications7 owing to the
biocompatibility of Au.8 Nevertheless, mixtures of Au and
Fe atoms are uncommon because these elements are largely
immiscible at low temperatures. Although Fe is widely soluble
in face-centered cubic (fcc) Au at elevated temperatures and
quenching can preserve Au-Fe solid solutions, the solubility of
Au in body-centered cubic (bcc) Fe is low, presumably because
of the comparably large atomic volume of Au.
The phonon spectra of Au-Fe alloys provide information
on the local atomic forces and on the vibrational entropy.
An early Mo¨ssbauer spectrometry study assessed the force
constant of Fe impurities in fcc Au9 using the impurity
model developed by Mannheim.10 Recent studies on Au-Fe
alloys have investigated the phonon spectra of Fe atoms in
multilayers11,12 and nanoclusters13 using the technique of
nuclear resonant inelastic x-ray scattering (NRIXS), which
probes only the motions of Fe atoms.
For binary Fe-X alloys, combining NRIXS with inelastic
neutron scattering (INS) allows determination of the partial
phonon DOS of the Fe atoms, the partial phonon DOS of
the X atoms, and the total phonon DOS of the alloy. Such
measurements provide very detailed information on the role
of phonons in alloy thermodynamics.14 For example, with data
over a range of chemical compositions, it was shown how local
atomic arrangements alter the vibrational entropy of Fe-V,15,16
Fe-Cr,17,18 and Fe-Co19 alloys.
No direct measurements of the phonons of Fe atoms in
bulk Au-Fe alloys have been performed to date. Measurements
of phonons in Au-Fe alloys are challenged by the x-ray
and neutron absorbing properties of Au. Nevertheless, INS
measurements have been performed with direct geometry
chopper spectrometers,20,21 and modern instruments make
such measurements more practical.22,23 In the present study
using NRIXS and INS, we identified the local modes of
Fe atoms in an fcc Au host. We investigated how both Fe
and Au vibrations changed with increasing Fe composition,
and the effects of both species on the vibrational entropy of
the solid solution. First-principles calculations of the force
constants and electronic structures of Au-Fe compounds were
used to interpret the phonon DOS curves. The phonon partial
DOS of Au atoms depends strongly on the Fe concentration,
with an increase in energy (stiffening) of the Au vibrations
with increasing Fe content. This stiffening of the Au modes
dominates the alloy vibrational entropy but, contrary to
transition metal alloys,15,16,24,25 cannot be fully explained by
changes in lattice parameter or the overall electronic DOS
at the Fermi level. We suggest that its origin is twofold.
First, the donation of charge from Fe atoms to a nearly-free
electronic band causes a stiffening of the elastic constants.
Second, the increase in the number of available d electrons
from the Fe affects the sd hybridization and, according to the
Wills-Harrison model,26 results in stiffer bonds.
II. EXPERIMENTAL
Alloys of stoichiometric Au1−xFe FexFe with nominal com-
positions xFe = 0.03, 0.10, 0.20, 0.30, 0.40, 0.50, 0.60 were
prepared from Fe metal enriched 96.06% in 57Fe and 99.999%
Au by arc-melting under an argon atmosphere. Electron
microprobe measurements confirmed the compositions to be
accurate to 0.6 at.%. The ingots were cold rolled to thicknesses
between 10 and 50 μm. To remove strains, the foils were
sealed in quartz tubes, annealed, and quenched into iced brine.
All samples were annealed at temperatures between 950 and
1110 ◦C for 30 minutes. Higher temperatures were used for
higher Fe concentrations to avoid forming the bcc phase.27
X-ray diffractometry showed all samples to be single-phase
fcc. The lattice parameter was found to decrease with
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TABLE I. Measured lattice parameter a and vibrational entropy Svib of Au-Fe alloys at 300 K from x-ray diffraction, nuclear resonant
inelastic x-ray scattering, and inelastic neutron scattering. SFevib and SAuvib denote the vibrational entropy of the Fe and Au atoms, SNWvib is the
average vibrational entropy per atom as obtained from the neutron-weighted INS data, and Svib is the neutron-weight corrected average entropy
per atom obtained by combining the INS and NRIXS results as described in the text. Errors from counting statistics.
a (x-ray) a (neutron) SFevib SAuvib SNWvib Svib
Sample ±0.002 A˚ ±0.008 A˚ kB per atom kB per atom ±0.01 kB per atom kB per atom
Au 4.0786 4.0693 . . . 5.64 ± 0.01 5.64 5.64 ± 0.01
Au0.97Fe0.03 4.0721 4.0638 4.19 ± 0.06 5.56 ± 0.02 5.36 5.52 ± 0.02
Au0.90Fe0.10 4.0555 . . . 4.19 ± 0.05 . . . . . . . . .
Au0.80Fe0.20 4.0262 4.0256 4.21 ± 0.04 5.07 ± 0.06 4.58 4.89 ± 0.05
Au0.70Fe0.30 3.9913 . . . 4.13 ± 0.04 . . . . . . . . .
Au0.60Fe0.40 3.9492 . . . 4.07 ± 0.03 . . . . . . . . .
Au0.50Fe0.50 3.9084 3.9001 3.97 ± 0.03 5.36 ± 0.17 4.19 4.67 ± 0.09
Au0.40Fe0.60 3.8607 . . . 3.96 ± 0.03 . . . . . . . . .
increasing Fe concentration (see Table I) in good agreement
with previous results.28–30 The magnetization was measured
with a vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) up to an
applied field of 2 T. Transmission Mo¨ssbauer spectrometry
was performed with a conventional constant acceleration spec-
trometer. Both the VSM and Mo¨ssbauer results indicate that at
room temperature the samples with compositions xFe = 0.03,
0.10, and 0.20 are paramagnetic with no Fe clustering and the
samples with higher Fe concentration are ferromagnetic. The
magnetic properties are consistent with previous results,1 as
are the room-temperature Mo¨ssbauer spectra.31
NRIXS32–34 was performed at beamline 16ID-D22 at the
Advanced Photon Source (APS) of the Argonne National
Laboratory. All measurements were performed at room
temperature. The monochromator resolution function was
2.2-meV FWHM. More details about the experimental pro-
cedures can be found in a recent article.19 The NRIXS data
were reduced with the software PHOENIX35 and the results are
presented in Fig. 1.
INS measurements on alloys of compositions xFe =
0, 0.03, 0.20, 0.50 were performed with the ARCS
spectrometer23 at the Spallation Neutron Source (SNS) at the
FIG. 1. (Color online) 57Fe partial phonon DOS curves, gFe(E),
for the Au1−xFe FexFe alloys at 300 K from NRIXS measurements. The
Fe content xFe for each curve is indicated in the figure.
Oak Ridge National Laboratory. These samples were prepared
from Fe of natural isotopic abundance by the same procedures
as for the NRIXS samples, and were cold rolled into 120-μm
thick foils and given the same heat treatments. The measure-
ments were performed at room temperature at an incident
neutron energy of 40 meV. At this energy, the instrument
resolution is 1.6-meV FWHM at the elastic line, although the
energy resolution of a direct geometry spectrometer improves
with increasing energy transfer. Details of the data collection
and reduction procedures are described elsewhere.18,36–38 The
resulting neutron-weighted phonon DOS curves are shown
in Figs. 2(top) and 3. The phonon DOS for pure Au was
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Experimental (top) and calculated (bottom
panel) phonon DOS curves. (Top) Left axis is the neutron-weighted
phonon DOS curves for pure Au and Au0.97Fe0.03 from INS mea-
surements and the right axis is the 57Fe partial phonon densities
of states for Au0.9757Fe0.03 from NRIXS measurements. Analogous
curves were calculated for pure Au and an SQS of Au30Fe2, but the
motions of Au atoms that are 1nn to a Fe atom and those that are 2nn
are plotted separately.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Neutron-weighted (dashed curves without
markers) and neutron-weight-corrected (open diamonds) phonon
DOS curves, along with the concentration weighted Fe (solid squares)
and Au (solid circles) partial phonon DOS curves for Au0.80Fe0.20
(top) and Au0.50Fe0.50 (bottom).
in excellent agreement with the triple axis measurement of
Lynn et al.39 after convolution with the experimental resolution
function.
III. COMPUTATIONAL
Total energy and force calculations were performed with
density functional theory (DFT) on fcc Au, an fcc structure
with 1 Fe atom and 31 Au atoms, a L12 ordered structure
of Au3Fe, and four 32-atom special quasirandom structures
(SQSs) with 2, 4, 6, and 8 Fe atoms, respectively. An SQS is
a specially designed periodic structure with the same values
of atomic correlation functions (in the cluster expansion
formalism40,41) as the random solid solution.42 We used the
SQSs of von Pezold et al.43
We used the package VASP44,45 with projector-augmented
wave (PAW) potentials with the local density approximation
(LDA) exchange-correlation46,47 functional. The electronic
structure was calculated for pure Au and L12 Au3Fe using
four-atom unit cells using a 24 × 24 × 24 k-point mesh
generated with the Monkhorst-Pack scheme48 and a plane
wave kinetic energy cutoff of 450 eV. For the structures with
32 atoms, the k-point mesh consisted 8 × 8 × 8 k points
and the kinetic energy cutoff was 500 eV. In all cases, the
total energy converged to less than 1 meV. The calculations
were spin-polarized in the cases of the SQS of Au24Fe8
and Au3Fe, which are ferromagnetic at room temperature,
giving magnetic moments of 2.75 and 3.00 μB/Fe atom,
respectively, which are comparable to the value of 2.9 μB/Fe
atom measured on a solid solution of the same composition.1
The ground-state lattice parameter in each case was found
by fitting the energy-volume relationship to the third-order
Birch-Murnaghan equation of state, giving results within a
FIG. 4. (Color online) Calculated electronic DOS curves for d
electrons in the SQS of paramagnetic Au30Fe2 at the Fe and Au sites
and electronic DOS of pure Au. The vertical line marks the Fermi
energy.
few percent of the experimental values and reproducing the
trend observed in Table I. Electronic DOS curves for pure
Au and the d electrons of the SQS structure of paramagnetic
Au30Fe2 are shown in Fig. 4.
To calculate the interatomic force constants for pure Au
and Au3Fe, we used a 108-atom supercell (3 × 3 × 3 times
the standard fcc unit cell) and a 3 × 3 × 3 k-point mesh.
For Au31Fe1 and the SQS structure of Au30Fe2, we used
a 256-atom supercell (4 × 4 × 4 times the conventional
fcc unit cell) and a 2 × 2 × 2 k-point mesh. In all cases,
the atom displacements were 0.01 A˚. The grid used to store
the wave function and charge density coefficients (basicGrid)
included all wave vectors up to twice the cutoff energy to avoid
wrap-around errors, and the grid used to calculate the aug-
mentation charges was eight times denser than the basicGrid.
This is necessary for accurate thermodynamic calculations.49
Force constants were calculated by the Parlinski-Li-Kawazoe
method50 as implemented in the PHONOPY code51 and, in the
case of pure Au, were found to be in good agreement with both
experimental fits39 and calculated results.52,53 The elements of
the interatomic force constant tensor and the resulting bond
stretching force constant are listed in Table II. Dynamical
matrices were calculated from the force constants, and phonon
DOS curves were computed on 16 × 16 × 16 q-point meshes
using the Monkhorst-Pack scheme.48 Results for pure Au and
the SQS of Au30Fe2 are shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 2.
IV. RESULTS
Different elements have different neutron scattering effi-
ciencies, so data obtained from INS are neutron-weighted.
The neutron weights are the ratios of neutron cross section
to molar mass, σ/M , which are 0.208 and 0.039 barns/amu
for Fe and Au, respectively, so the motions of Fe atoms are
overemphasized by a 5:1 ratio. A neutron-weight correction
was made possible by combining the INS neutron-weighted
phonon DOS spectra with the NRIXS Fe partial phonon DOS
spectra.15
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TABLE II. Interatomic force constant tensor elements and bond-stretching (longitudinal) force constants for pure Au, ordered Au31Fe1
and L12 Au3Fe, and the SQS of Au30Fe2 from first-principles calculations for first-, second-, and third-nearest neighbors (1nn, 2nn, and
3nn, respectively). For the longitudinal force constants, denoted by φzz, the bond direction was rotated to be along the z axis by covariant
transformation. For Au31Fe1, the values reported for the Au-Au bonds are for Au atoms that have at least one Fe atom as a 1nn. The forces
reported for the SQS of Au30Fe2 are average forces and two sets of Au-Au forces are given, one for Au atoms that have a Fe atom as a 1nn and
another for Au atoms that are 2nn to Fe atoms. All force constants have units of N/m.
Au Au31Fe1 Au3Fe Au30Fe2 (SQS)
Au-Au Au-Aua Fe-Au Au-Au Fe-Au Fe-Fe Au-Aua Au-Aub Fe-Au
1nn φ11 16.63 18.43 5.49 23.15 7.39 . . . . . . . . . . . .
φ12 20.82 23.43 5.78 26.88 12.65 . . . . . . . . . . . .
φ33 −8.62 −7.16 −0.38 −12.46 −2.67 . . . . . . . . . . . .
φzz 37.44 41.86 11.27 50.04 20.04 . . . 45.80 36.57 20.76
2nn φ11 4.90 4.52 2.64 3.59 . . . 0.63 . . . . . . . . .
φ22 0.07 0.81 −0.88 0.09 . . . 0.89 . . . . . . . . .
φzz 4.90 4.52 2.64 3.59 . . . 0.63 4.05 4.42 2.84
3nn φ11 1.07 1.16 0.26 1.82 0.69 . . . . . . . . . . . .
φ22 1.01 1.06 0.01 1.38 0.07 . . . . . . . . . . . .
φ12 0.43 0.53 0.58 1.25 −0.11 . . . . . . . . . . . .
φ23 0.12 −0.15 0.00 −2.06 0.24 . . . . . . . . . . . .
φzz 1.59 1.67 0.62 4.15 0.59 . . . 0.53 0.58 1.25
aAu-Au bonds that have at least one Fe atom as a first-nearest neighbor.
bAu-Au bonds that have at least one Fe atom as a second-nearest neighbor and no Fe atoms as a first-nearest neighbor.
The vibrational entropy Svib is obtained from g(E),54 the
normalized phonon DOS,
Svib = 3kB
∫
g(E)[(n + 1) ln(n + 1) − n ln(n)]dE , (1)
where n is the Planck distribution and the integral is from zero
to the cutoff energy. The excess vibrational entropy of mixing
as a function of Fe concentration xFe due to motions of atoms
of type d = {Au, Fe} in Au1−xFe FexFe is
Sdvib(xFe) = Sdvib(xFe) − Sdvib , (2)
where Sdvib is the vibrational entropy of pure element d. As
shown in Table I, SAuvib = 5.64 kB per atom, but fcc Fe is not
stable at room temperature, so we useSFevib = 3.50 kB per atom,
which is the phonon entropy of 57Fe in Ni0.5057Fe0.50 from
NRIXS measurements at 300 K.55 Phonon DOS curves of
solid solutions of fcc Ni-Fe, and therefore their vibrational
entropies, do not change much with composition56 and are
in very good agreement with those of fcc Fe precipitates
in Cu,57 pseudomorphic fcc Fe films,58 and fcc Fe at high
temperature.59 We expect the true SFevib to be 3.5 ± 0.3 kB per
atom, with a conservative range estimate, but corrections of
this magnitude do not substantially change the values of the
excess vibrational entropy of mixing for Au-Fe alloys shown
in Fig. 5. The excess vibrational entropy of mixing for the
alloy Au1−xFe FexFe is the concentration-weighted sum of the
curves obtained from Eq. (2) for Au and Fe motions:
Svib(xFe) = (1 − xFe) SAuvib(xFe) + xFe SFevib(xFe). (3)
The neutron-weighted phonon DOS of Au0.97Fe0.03 is
presented in the top panel of Fig. 2 along with the measured
partial phonon DOS of the Fe modes. Both curves are
normalized, but the vertical axes were adjusted to emphasize
that the peak centered at 20.1 meV is mainly due to a local
Fe mode. This value is 4.3% higher than the pure Au cutoff
energy, Ec = 19.3 meV.39 The general shape of the Au partial
phonon DOS of Au0.97Fe0.03 does not differ much from that of
pure Au. There is a very small stiffening due to the reduction
in lattice parameter and the transverse and longitudinal peaks
are centered at the same energies. Nevertheless, there is some
intensity at energies higher than Ec, in the region where the
Fe mode is located, and this intensity is the main contribution
to the reduction in vibrational entropy in Au0.97Fe0.03 with
respect to pure Au.
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Configurational entropy of mixing
(Sconfig) and excess vibrational entropy of mixing (Svib) for
Au1−xFe FexFe alloys with respect to ideal mixing of fcc Au and fcc Fe.
Excess vibrational entropy contributions from Au and Fe are SAuvib
and SFevib.
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The bottom panel of Fig. 2 shows the calculated phonon
DOS for pure Au and the partial phonon DOS curves of Au and
Fe in an SQS of Au30Fe2. The Au motions in the SQS are fur-
ther separated into those of Au atoms that have Fe atom as 1nn
and Au atoms that have a Fe atom as a second-nearest neighbor
(2nn) but not as a first-nearest neighbor (1nn). Although the
composition is slightly higher than in the experimental sample,
the trends are satisfactorily reproduced. The Fe modes are
mostly at energies higher than the calculated value of Ec,
which is in agreement with the experimental results. There is
some intensity in the Au partial phonon DOS of Au0.97Fe0.03
in the same energy range. There is also some stiffening of the
rest of the Au modes with respect to pure Au, consistent with
a decrease in lattice parameter, although the motions of Au
atoms close to Fe atoms are affected more by the decrease in
lattice parameter. The Au vibrations with energies greater than
Ec come from Au atoms that are 1nn to a Fe atom. This can also
be seen in Table II, which shows that the Au-Au bonds that have
at least one Fe atom as the nearest neighbor are substantially
stiffer than those that are farther away from Fe atoms.
V. DISCUSSION
A. Wills-Harrison transition-metal model
As shown in Fig. 5, the excess vibrational entropy of
mixing is negative up to compositions of at least 20% Fe,
mostly because of the stiffening of the Au partial phonon
DOS. A textbook treatment of Au as a free-electron gas
yields a bulk modulus of 35 GPa,60 but its experimental
value is 171 GPa.61 Hybridization between s and d electrons
accounts for the large difference between these values. In the
Au-Fe system, there is no correlation between the phonon
behavior and the number of electrons at the Fermi level such
as in transition-metal alloys,15,16,24,25 but the behavior can be
interpreted with the Wills-Harrison model,26 which extends
the nearly free electron theory of simple metals to include
the effects of sd hybridization. Au is a noble metal with fully
occupied d states, and our calculations show that the Au partial
electronic DOS at each composition retains this noble metal
character up to at least 25% Fe. This implies that the 1nn force
constants in the low Fe concentration alloys are dominant.
The Wills-Harrison model provides an approximation of
the total energy of a metal including contributions from (1) the
nearly-free electron gas, (2) hybridization of the s electrons
and the d band (using a Friedel model for the d band), and
(3) nonorthogonality of hybridized d states (which shifts the
center of gravity of the d band). In the notation of Wills and
Harrison, these three contributions to the bulk modulus are Bfe,
Bb, and Bc, respectively. The bulk modulus contributions can
be obtained by taking the appropriate energy derivatives with
respect to volume. The model is based on three parameters.
The radius of the empty-core pseudopotential is adjustable,
but it is correlated to the core radii calculated from the
ionization energy of the atom. The other two, the radius of
the atomic volume and the d-state “radius”62 can be fitted to
known values, measured or calculated from first principles.
We fitted empty-core pseudopotential radii, while using the
values for the other two parameters listed in Ref. 26, to
obtain accurate bulk moduli for several elemental transition
metals. We then used these parameters to obtain the bulk
moduli of alloys of these elements. We observe that Bfe is
larger for elements towards the middle of the transition metal
rows and is particularly small for the noble metals, generally
tracking the experimental bulk modulus of each element. The
relative weight of Bfe remains about the same for elements
in the same row, although it decreases with row number. The
relative weight of Bc generally increases with row number.
As a result, Bc is the most important contribution to the bulk
modulus of Au. For Au, Bfe = 55 GPa, Bb = −80 GPa, and
Bc = 195 GPa. The Wills-Harrison model predicts that the
Au-Fe bond is softer than either the Au-Au or Fe-Fe bonds. It
also predicts a significant increase in the stiffness of the Au-Au
and Fe-Au bonds when the charge is increased. This is not com-
pletely offset by the softening of Fe-Fe bonds when the charge
is reduced by the same amount. The stiffening of Au-Au bonds
with increasing charge comes mostly from changes in Bb.
B. Phonon thermodynamics and electronic structure
The replacement of an Au atom (phonon entropy of fcc
Au of 5.64 kB per atom) with an Fe atom (phonon entropy of
fcc Fe, or Ni0.5057Fe0.50, of 3.50 kB per atom) can be used to
obtain an ideal vibrational entropy of mixing of −2.14 kB per
atom/(at. fraction Fe). However, a fit to the data in Fig. 5 up
to 20 at.% Fe gives a slope of −3.75 kB per atom/(at. fraction
Fe), 75% larger than the value from a simple substitution.
The Au partial phonon DOS stiffens considerably with
increased Fe concentration, mostly because the Au-Au bonds
that have a Fe atom as the nearest neighbor stiffen substantially
and this raises the energies of some Au modes above the
cutoff energy of pure Au. This is a local effect and the Au
atoms that are not close to a Fe atom have force constants
that are much closer to that of pure Au, as indicated by our
calculations (see Table II). This stiffening trend continues as
the Fe concentration is increased and is the main reason why
the vibrational entropy of mixing in Fig. 5 is negative at Fe
concentrations up to 20%. The magnitude of the excess phonon
entropy of mixing is more than half the configurational entropy
of mixing and opposite in sign. Although chemical mixing is
favored in the fcc phase by the configurational entropy, the
phonon entropy favors chemical unmixing, and contributes to
the miscibility gap in the Au-Fe phase diagram.27
At dilute concentrations, Fe atoms vibrate in a local mode
at an energy higher than Ec. Since the 1nn force constants
are dominant and Au atoms are four times more massive than
the Fe atoms, the Mannheim model can be used to analyze
this local mode. This study will be presented elsewhere. With
increasing composition there are more Fe atoms in the nearest
neighbor shells of other Fe atoms, and this distribution of local
environments, which increases linearly with concentration,
may be responsible for much of the increase in the peak width
of the Fe modes at modest concentrations observed in Fig. 1,
which is also linear. The mean energy of this local mode of Fe
atoms does not change enough with Fe concentration to have
a substantial effect on the vibrational entropy, however.
Figure 3 shows a large increase in the number of Au modes
near 8 meV at Fe concentration higher than the percolation
limit. This is consistent with an Au resonance mode similar
to that observed by Bogdanoff et al.21 in Au-Cu alloys.
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The resonance mode of the Au atoms likely increases the
phonon entropy on the Fe-rich side of Fig. 5, but data are not
available.
Figure 4 shows a sharp peak in Fe 3d electrons at the
Fermi level of fcc Au-Fe. This peak grows and broadens
with increased Fe concentration. The Fe 3d electrons at
the Fermi level may facilitate the screening of the Fe
atom motions,16,24,25,63 perhaps counteracting somewhat the
tendency for phonons to stiffen with the decrease in lattice
parameter. Nevertheless, from Fig. 5, we see that the larger
effect on the vibrational entropy is from the stiffening of the
the vibrations of Au atoms.
The Wills-Harrison model predicts a value of 143 GPa for
the bulk modulus of the Fe-Au bond, compared to 174 and
169 GPa for Au-Au and Fe-Fe bonds, respectively. This is in
agreement with the ab initio calculations, which predict that the
Fe-Au bond is softer than the Au-Au bond. For Fe-Au bonds,
the relative weight of each contribution, Bfe, Bb, and Bc, is
intermediate between that of noble metal and transition metal
bonds, and Bb and Bc almost cancel each other out. As the Fe
concentration increases, the phonon DOS stiffens and both the
Au-Au and Fe-Au bonds stiffen (see Table II). This stiffening
is predicted by the Wills-Harrison model when charge is
added to these bonds and comes mostly from Bb, the coupling
between occupied d states and empty plane-wave states. The
model also predicts an overall increase in the hybridization
contribution to the bulk modulus (Bb and Bc) when the lattice
parameter is reduced in the case of noble metals. The electronic
origin of the change of Au atom stiffness is from s states
near the Fermi level and from sd hybridization. Considering
just the free-electron-like contributions, we would expect a
stiffening of the Au-Au bonds with Fe concentration for two
reasons.
First, there is a charge transfer from Fe to Au. It is difficult
to quantify the charge transfer with respect to pure fcc Fe, but
the charge in a sphere of radius 1.503 A˚ about Au atoms in the
SQSs that are next to Fe atoms is larger than the charge around
Au atoms that are not, indicating a transfer from Fe atoms to
each 1nn Au atom of about 0.04 electrons. The electronic DOS
of Au in Fig. 4 can be approximated as a band of nearly-free
electrons with 0.2 /states/eV/atom at a Fermi level that lies
10 eV above the bottom of the band. For a Fe concentration of
10%, if each Fe atom contributes half an electron to the nearly
free electron band, Bfe for the Au-Au bonds will increase
by 5%.
Second, the lattice parameter is reduced with Fe concentra-
tion, giving an increase in nearly-free electron density that
is proportional to the modulus. For a Fe concentration of
10%, using the lattice parameters of Table I, this gives an
increase of 1.7%. The Au-Au bond bulk modulus stiffening
due to free-electron like contributions is therefore 6.7% for a
Fe concentration of 10%.
Following the analysis in Ref. 64, we calculated the elastic
constants for the Au-Au bonds in pure Au, Au31Fe1, and Au3Fe
from the interatomic force constants given in Table II and we
obtained 185, 193, and 246 GPa, respectively, for the bulk
modulus. The value for pure Au is in good agreement with
experiments.61 For the Fe-Au bond in Au31Fe1, we obtained
63 GPa. These values come from DFT calculations, so they
include all the electronic contributions, including hybridiza-
tion. The increase in the bulk modulus is linear and predicts
a stiffening of the Au-Au bond of 13% at a composition of
10% Fe. We estimated above that about half (6.7%) comes
from filling of the nearly free electron band and thus, the other
half results from changes in the sd hybridization. Assuming
the interatomic force constants increase by this total of 13%,
Eq. (1) predicts that the vibrational entropy will decrease by
0.20 kB per atom. This is close to the observed change in Fig. 5,
which is about 0.16 kB per atom.
VI. CONCLUSION
At low Fe concentrations in fcc Au, the vibrational entropy
of mixing is smaller than for an ideal solution. Most of this
effect is caused by a local stiffening of the Au-Au bonds that
are the nearest neighbors of a Fe atom, so the partial phonon
DOS stiffens with Fe concentration. The Au motions are
more sensitive to Fe concentration than those of Fe. Chemical
mixing of the Au and Fe atoms is favored by the configurational
entropy, but the vibrational entropy has the opposite sign and
contributes to the miscibility gap. The electronic structures
of Au-rich Au-Fe alloys show a peak in the electronic DOS
from 3d electrons at the Fermi level, but we propose a different
electronic mechanism responsible for the change in vibrational
entropy with alloying. We propose that the Au partial phonon
DOS stiffens with Fe concentration owing to the filling of the
nearly free band of s electrons, and stronger sd hybridization.
The result is a stiffening of the Au-Au bonds as Fe atoms
donate electrons to the Au atoms.
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